Miami County Ohio
Virtual Inspection Program

- Concrete slabs
- Photo-voltaic Systems
- Furnace / AC replacements
- Electrical Services
- Temp poles
- Insulation, etc.

Our Virtual Inspection Program allows for off-site video inspections.

Just ask for a virtual inspection when scheduling.
Let a Virtual Inspection work for you

What are the items that qualify for virtual inspection?
- Temp power poles
- Photovoltaic Systems
- Furnace Replacements
- AC Replacements
- Concrete Slabs
- Insulation
- Gas lines
- Pier Footings
- Decks
- Patio Enclosures
- Re-inspections
- Small above ceiling areas.

What equipment is required?
- Internet connection
- Flashlight
- Tape measure or tools required.
- Smart phone (Apple IOS) Face time, IPad, or Android with Skype app.
- Approved drawings on site.

What is the procedure for a virtual inspection?
1. Applicant already has permit for the work.
2. The type of inspection is on the list as acceptable to be performed virtual inspection.
3. Applicant has smartphone or tablet and has Facetime or Skype app.
4. Applicant calls and requests an appointment for a virtual inspection, providing the address, type of inspection requested, and provides phone number, contact name and time inspection is requested.
5. Inspector Facetimes or Skypes contractor at the scheduled date and time.
6. Inspector and contractor are connected through live video.
7. Contractor has approved drawings on site to begin inspection then shows via video all aspects as requested by inspector.
8. If work is found to be in compliance with approved drawings inspector will email approval immediately.
9. Inspector will immediately update inspection data within digital software.